
Transport Services Redesign  (2019) : Summary Of Responses From 
Area Meetings 
  



Overall Option Ranking 

The Community were consulted on a number of options listed below: 

Option 1 Commuter only services to and from Stornoway. Target arrival 8 – 9 am and 

departure 5 – 6 

Option 2 Commuter only services to and from Stornoway. Target arrival 8 – 9 am and 

departure 5 – 6 

Option 3 Reduced service timetable. Reduced number of buses and route sharing of buses to 

multiple districts. Commuter services to and from Stornoway for both 8am and 9 am 

start times and 6pm departure. Reduced middle of the day services. 

Option 4 Reduced service timetable. Reduced number of buses and route sharing of buses to 

multiple districts. Commuter services to and from Stornoway for both 8am and 9 am 

start times and 6pm departure. Reduced middle of the day services. 

Option 5 Current 2018/19 service to all areas with or without current evening services 

departing Stornoway after 6pm. 

As part of the consultation participants were invited to rank the options from 1 to 5 with 1 being the 

most preferred and 5 being the least preferred.  The preferred option was Option 5. 
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Score - 1 being the most preferred and 5 the least preferred. 
 

Option 1 SCHOOL 
TRANSPORT 
ENTITLED 

SCHOOL 
TRANSPORT 
NON - ENTITLED 

PUBLIC TRANSPORT IMPACT RATING 
1-5 

Yes as per 
policy 

None Commuter only 
services to and 
from Stornoway. 
Target arrival 8 – 9 
am and departure 5 
– 6 

No transport for non-entitled pupils. No 
transport for workers arriving before 8am. No 
middle of the day services for shopping, health 
care and social / leisure. No evening services 
from Stornoway after 6pm.No connections 
with ferries on the Sound of Harris Service. 

4.9 

Option 1 Observations  

Broadbay 

Discriminate against those working before 9am and after6pm. Health care workers, nightshift workers, shopworkers etc. 
These are often poorest people, older folk.  Jobs would be put in jeopardy without <8am bus services.  Business cannot 
operate to their needs without some form of flexible/optional public transport. 

Part-time workers who have to be home to meet their children from school will not be able to get home until after 6o'clock 
meaning their children will have to be home alone. 

Children - afterschool activities/sports/culture/leisure 

Adults - culture/leisure/sports/socialism. 

Disabled - not able to attend evening club (PHAB!) 

People/general community - no service for attending appointments; 

Elderly - for shopping during the day.  Over 60's who have a bus pass will be severely restricted in transport options. Surely 
if the Scottish Gvt. Provide over 60's with a bus pass they would expect there to be bus services they can utilise that are 
convenient for them 

This will have a huge effect on tourism for Lewis/Harris. There should always be connections with the Inter-isle ferries to 
maintain the possible one-day journey from Barra to Stornoway and return. The Westside circular should also be 
maintained, facilities such as the Callanish Centre would have a huge impact. With this option there isn't even a service into 
Stornoway on a Saturday from Tolsta even though there is from Bayble, Flesherin and Back!  

If non-entitled pupils are not able to pay for public transport and are required to walk to school where is the cut-off point, 
should it be 3 miles or less?  A walk from Marybank (for example) can take at least 20-25 mins to get to the N.I. in 
comparison to a 5min bus journey.  Not allowing non-entitled pupils increases their danger walking because the roads are 
very dangerous and busy that early in the morning. 

Harris 

No provision for elderly or disabled in middle of the day who rely on these services to get to doctor/dentist shops etc. 

No feeder service from outwith Tarbert at present 

Too many restrictions, the fact that the ferries don't connect is unacceptable. 

Lochs 

Too large a reduction in services. 

No service before 8am impacts shift workers. 

No service in the middle of the day would hit the most socially isolated and vulnerable in our community e.g. Elderly, many 
hospital / Dr appointments – would not be able to attend. For leisure etc. 

No service after 6pm impacts shift workers and those on hospital visits. 

Those who work in Stornoway and elsewhere would struggle to get to work and would have to leave the area to be closer 
to their employer.  Would result in depopulation of remote rural areas which are already struggling. 

No connection to pm ferry 

We feel it is important to provide a safe method of children getting to school.  This option encourages more parents to use 



cars for the school run which isn’t environmentally friendly. 

Ness 

Trades start at 8am. Must be a bus that gets to town at 8am.  What are you doing with the workers who do shifts and finish 
late in the evenings?  NHS workers unable to get to work using cars for nightshift.  Would mean people who don't drive are 
unable to work on any job, which are not 9-5, including those who are medically unable to drive and are under driving age. 

Poorest people and most vulnerable people not able to get into town for appointments.  NHS will have to fund more 
transport. 

More small traffic on road upping CO2 emissions. 

Puts livelihood of bus drivers at risk. 

If rural areas want to encourage young people and families into the area then this is not helpful at all. 

There has to be an evening service after 6pm also 7:30 and 08:30 pm even if you run it as late as 9pm so that people coming 
of the ferry can get to a bus.  It is important for some people to use the Harris ( Tarbert - Uist Skye) ferry because it is a 
shorter crossing. 

Affect tourism in rural areas.  Effect business in Ness and Stornoway. 

Not acceptable, disadvantages to older people who have to go to different appointments.  You can not leave them staying 
all day in an empty town. 

Children are disadvantaged if they have to go to activities in town.  

An increase in drink driving if youngsters can't get back from town in the evening. 

An increase in children walking to and from school along roads with no pavements. 

South Lochs 

This option would increase depopulation of a fragile rural community. 

No transport available for workers to arrive by 8am and those finishing after 6pm. 

No services during the day would damage vulnerable residents. Shopping/ hospital appointments no ferry connections n 
evening service. 

Elderly people use the existing service as a means of social inclusion getting to see others is of paramount importance, 
taking away our existing service would isolate our elderly, the disabled, low income and younger people. 

During the summertime the service is heavily used by visitors & backpackers.  Existing business such as the Hostel at 
Ravenspoint could suffer financially should this option go forward 

Uig 

Not suitable for parents with young children. 

No suitable for elderly passengers attending appointments.  Would take all day for a single appointment. 

Does not support the community. 

School children aged 11+ not home until after 6pm. 

Public Meeting in the evening but no public transport to get to it! 

Westside 

This will impact those starting work before 8am.  

Impact on those attending doctor and hospital apps. 

Impact of tourism if there is no bus to meet ferries. 

The older generation relies on daytime services to get out. 

A non-starter for communities like Westside and Ness as it would mean people could be stuck in Stornoway all day, or not 
get to Stornoway at all. 



Impacts always on our poorer members in community.  No evening service for shift workers returning or pupils staying at 
extra curricular activities in town, or those simply socialising.   

Primary children walking up to 2 miles in bad weather is a huge issue (especially if they do not have suitable shoes/clothing - 
poverty issue.  No pavements mean that children walking to school are at risk. 

 

  



 

Option 2 SCHOOL 
TRANSPORT 
ENTITLED 

SCHOOL 
TRANSPORT 
NON - 
ENTITLED 

PUBLIC TRANSPORT IMPACT RATING 
1-5 

Yes as per 
policy 

as per 
current 
schools and 
routes. 

Commuter only 
services to and from 
Stornoway. Target 
arrival 8 – 9 am and 
departure 5 - 6 

No transport for workers arriving before 8am. 
No middle of the day services for shopping, 
health care and social / leisure. No evening 
services departing from Stornoway after 6pm 
.No connections with ferries on the Sound of 
Harris Service. 

4.6 

Option 2 Observations  

Broadbay 

Discriminate against those working before 9am and after6pm. Health care workers, nightshift workers, shopworkers etc. 
These are often poorest people, older folk.  Jobs would be put in jeopardy without <8am bus services.  Business cannot 
operate to their needs without some form of flexible/optional public transport. 

Part-time workers who have to be home to meet their children from school will not be able to get home until after 6o'clock 
meaning their children will have to be home alone. 

Children - afterschool activities/sports/culture/leisure 

Adults - culture/leisure/sports/socialism. 

Disabled - not able to attend evening club (PHAB!) 

People/general community - no service for attending appointments; 

Elderly - for shopping during the day.  Over 60's who have a bus pass will be severely restricted in transport options. Surely 
if the Scottish Gvt. Provide over 60's with a bus pass they would expect there to be bus services they can utilise that are 
convenient for them 

This will have a huge effect on tourism for Lewis/Harris. There should always be connections with the Inter-isle ferries to 
maintain the possible one-day journey from Barra to Stornoway and return. The Westside circular should also be 
maintained, facilities such as the Callanish Centre would have a huge impact. With this option there isn't even a service into 
Stornoway on a Saturday from Tolsta even though there is from Bayble, Flesherin and Back!  

Harris 

No Services for elderly/non drivers in middle of the day for shopping/doctor etc. 

Concern for tourists expecting actual connecting services to ferries etc. 

No runs in middle of day would create more social isolation. 

Lochs 

Too large a reduction in services. 

No service before 8am impacts shift workers. 

No service in the middle of the day would hit the most socially isolated and vulnerable in our community e.g. Elderly, many 
hospital / Dr appointments – would not be able to attend. For leisure etc. 

No service after 6pm impacts shift workers and those on hospital visits. 

Those who work in Stornoway and elsewhere would struggle to get to work and would have to leave the area to be closer 
to their employer.  Would result in depopulation of remote rural areas which are already struggling. 

No connection to pm ferry. 

Ness 

Trades start at 8am. Must be a bus that gets to town at 8am.  What are you doing with the workers who do shifts and finish 
late in the evenings?  NHS workers unable to get to work using cars for nightshift.  Would mean people who don't drive are 
unable to work on any job, which are not 9-5, including those who are medically unable to drive and are under driving age. 



Poorest people and most vulnerable people not able to get into town for appointments.  NHS will have to fund more 
transport. 

More small traffic on road upping CO2 emissions. 

Puts livelihood of bus drivers at risk. 

If rural areas want to encourage young people and families into the area then this is not helpful at all. 

There has to be an evening service after 6pm also 7:30 and 08:30 pm even if you run it as late as 9pm so that people coming 
of the ferry can get to a bus.  It is important for some people to use the Harris ( Tarbert - Uist Skye) ferry because it is a 
shorter crossing. 

Affect tourism in rural areas.  Effect business in Ness and Stornoway. 

Not acceptable, disadvantages to older people who have to go to different appointments.  You can not leave them staying 
all day in an empty town. 

Children are disadvantaged if they have to go to activities in town.  

An increase in drink driving if youngsters can't get back from town in the evening. 

South Lochs 

This option would increase depopulation of a fragile rural community. 

No transport available for workers to arrive by 8am and those finishing after 6pm. 

No services during the day would damage vulnerable residents. Shopping/ hospital appointments no ferry connections n 
evening service. 

Elderly people use the existing service as a means of social inclusion getting to see others is of paramount importance, 
taking away our existing service would isolate our elderly, the disabled, low income and younger people. 

During the summertime the service is heavily used by visitors & backpackers.  Existing business such as the Hostel at 
Ravenspoint could suffer financially should this option go forward. 

Uig 

Not suitable for parents with young children. 

No suitable for elderly passengers attending appointments.  Would take all day for a single appointment. 

Does not support the community. 

School children aged 11+ not home until after 6pm. 

Public Meeting in the evening but no public transport to get to it! 

Westside 

This will impact those starting work before 8am.  

Impact on those attending doctor and hospital apps. 

Impact of tourism if there is no bus to meet ferries. 

The older generation relies on daytime services to get out. 

A non-starter for communities like Westside and Ness as it would mean people could be stuck in Stornoway all day, or not 
get to Stornoway at all. 

Impacts always on our poorer members in community.  No evening service for shift workers returning or pupils staying at 
extra curricular activities in town, or those simply socialising.   

 

 

  



 

Option 3 
(Combined 
with 6/7) 

SCHOOL 
TRANSPORT 
ENTITLED 

SCHOOL 
TRANSPORT 
NON - 
ENTITLED 

PUBLIC TRANSPORT IMPACT RATING 
1-5 

Yes as per 
policy 

None Reduced service timetable. 
Reduced number of buses and 
route sharing of buses to 
multiple districts. Commuter 
services to and from Stornoway 
for both 8am and 9 am start 
times and 6pm departure. 
Reduced middle of the day 
services. 

No transport for non-entitled pupils. 
Reduced travel choice for middle of 
the day services to all districts 
particularly for Ness, Westside Lewis, 
Tarbert – Stornoway, North Lochs, 
Point and Tolsta. 
No evening services departing from 
Stornoway after 6pm. 

2.9 

Option 3 Observations  

Broadbay 

There are options to cut, in my opinion, 2-3 of the 6 return daytime journeys are non-essential, except for school and bank 
holidays. Good to finesse some of the runs. Combine perhaps Back & Tolsta. But there must be an evening service for 
workers and basic social. This can be finessed but cannot be cut completely. 

Children - afterschool activities/sports/culture/leisure 

Adults - culture/leisure/sports/socialism. 

Disabled - not able to attend evening club (PHAB!) 

If non-entitled pupils are not able to pay for public transport and are required to walk to school where is the cut-off point, 
should it be 3 miles or less?  A walk from Marybank (for example) can take at least 20-25 mins to get to the N.I. in 
comparison to a 5min bus journey.  Not allowing non-entitled pupils increases their danger walking because the roads are 
very dangerous and busy that early in the morning. 

Harris 

The 09:30 bays to Tarbert is absolutory critical to consultants. 

Ferry connectivity is critical - bus meeting the Leverburgh ferry. 

Lochs 

Too large a reduction in services. 

No service before 8am impacts shift workers. 

Reduced service in the middle of the day has implications for elderly travellers who shop in town, may be their only social 
outing to get on the bus.. 

No service after 6pm impacts shift workers and those on hospital visits. 

Those who work in Stornoway and elsewhere would struggle to get to work and would have to leave the area to be closer 
to their employer.  Would result in depopulation of remote rural areas which are already struggling. 

No connection to pm ferry 

We feel it is important to provide a safe method of children getting to school.  This option encourages more parents to use 
cars for the school run which isn’t environmentally friendly. 

Ness 

What are you doing with the workers who do shifts and finish late in the evenings?  NHS workers unable to get to work 
using cars for nightshift.   

Poorest people and most vulnerable people not able to get into town for appointments.  NHS will have to fund more 
transport. 

More small traffic on road upping CO2 emissions. 

Puts livelihood of bus drivers at risk. 



If rural areas want to encourage young people and families into the area then this is not helpful at all. 

There has to be an evening service after 6pm also 7:30 and 08:30 pm even if you run it as late as 9pm so that people coming 
of the ferry can get to a bus. 

Affect tourism in rural areas.  Effect business in Ness and Stornoway. 

Not acceptable, disadvantages to older people who have to go to different appointments.  You can not leave them staying 
all day in an empty town. 

Children are disadvantaged if they have to go to activities in town.  

An increase in drink driving if youngsters can't get back from town in the evening. 

It is important for some people to use the Harris ( Tarbert - Uist Skye) ferry because it is a shorter crossing. 

An increase in children walking to and from school along roads with no pavements. 

South Lochs 

This option would increase depopulation of a fragile rural community. 

No transport available for workers finishing after 6pm. 

No services during the day would damage vulnerable residents. Shopping/ hospital appointments no ferry connections n 
evening service.   

Elderly people use the existing service as a means of social inclusion getting to see others is of paramount importance, 
taking away our existing service would isolate our elderly, the disabled, low income and younger people. 

If the 14:20 Sty to Harris bus is removed this will impact on South Lochs as we have a feeder service linked to this. 

During the summertime the service is heavily used by visitors & backpackers.  Existing business such as the Hostel at 
Ravenspoint could suffer financially should this option go forward. 

Uig 

Could we retain the evening bus by making it a request service year round, as it currently is in winter months? The weekend 
evening run is well-used and also very beneficial for the quality of life for young people. 

Also why depart 17:45 rather than 18:00. Savings? For 2nd years not allowed out of school at lunch but 1/2 hour extra 
hanging around in town - plus extra 1/2 hour in their school - 11 year olds, who's responsible? 

Still change lunchtime to 1:30pm to leave Sty. Consider a Dial-a-Bus/Car service provision for evening service. Medical 
appointments - not enough time to attend appointments. 

Could we have a 'fair taxi service' -as evidenced by successful examples in Perth & Kinross. Taxi is subsidised/supplemented 
by Council to service an existing bus run. This could be an excellent opportunity to actually improve our services in Uig 
whilst saving money. 

Vital for lots of elderly people who currently go in on 9:10am from Timsgarry (with Pry schl) feeders from other Uig districts, 
that this service is retained. 7:30am bus too early. Vital that similar passengers can still get the 3:45pm Nicolson bus back to 
Uig areas and feeder from Westside bus at 3:30pm from Garynahine on Fri pm. 

Primary children could be on school bus for up to an hour if service reduced. 

Instead of 2 separate buses from Uig, they should be going straight to Sty instead of Garynahine. Some have to wait over an 
hour for a connection. 

Westside 

A reduced service timetable may work for shoppers and hospital attendants if the service is averaged out over the period 
but no evening service will not. People still need to travel to and from work etc. in the evening.   

This will impact those starting work before 8am.  

Impact on those attending doctor and hospital apps. 

Impact of tourism if there is no bus to meet ferries. 

Impacts always on our poorer members in community.  No evening service for shift workers returning or pupils staying at 



extra curricular activities in town.   

Primary children walking up to 2 miles in bad weather is a huge issue (especially if they do not have suitable shoes/clothing - 
poverty issue.  No pavements mean that children walking to school are at risk. 

 

  



 

Option 4 
(Combined 
with 6/7) 

SCHOOL 
TRANSPORT 
ENTITLED 

SCHOOL 
TRANSPORT 
NON - 
ENTITLED 

PUBLIC TRANSPORT IMPACT RATING 
1-5 

Yes as per 
policy 

as per current 
schools and 
routes. 

Reduced service timetable. 
Reduced number of buses and 
route sharing of buses to 
multiple districts. Commuter 
services to and from Stornoway 
for both 8am and 9 am start 
times and 6pm departure. 
Reduced middle of the day 
services. 

Reduced travel choice for middle of 
the day services to all districts 
particularly for Ness, Westside Lewis, 
Tarbert – Stornoway, North Lochs, 
Point and Tolsta. 
No evening services departing from 
Stornoway after 6pm. 

2.9 

Option 4 Observations  

Broadbay 

There are options to cut, in my opinion, 2-3 of the 6 return daytime journeys are non-essential, except for school and bank 
holidays. Good to finesse some of the runs. Combine perhaps Back & Tolsta. But there must be an evening service for 
workers and basic social. This can be finessed but cannot be cut completely. 

Non-entitled is not essential - School transport. 

Children - afterschool activities/sports/culture/leisure 

Adults - culture/leisure/sports/socialism. 

Disabled - not able to attend evening club (PHAB!) 

Harris 

The 09:30 bays to Tarbert is absolutory critical to consultants. 

Ferry connectivity is critical - bus meeting the Leverburgh ferry. 

Reduced services could impact on patients from Uist travelling for hospital appointments 

Lochs 

Too large a reduction in services. 

No service before 8am impacts shift workers. 

Reduced service in the middle of the day has implications for elderly travellers who shop in town, may be their only social 
outing to get on the bus.. 

No service after 6pm impacts shift workers and those on hospital visits. 

Those who work in Stornoway and elsewhere would struggle to get to work and would have to leave the area to be closer 
to their employer.  Would result in depopulation of remote rural areas which are already struggling. 

No connection to pm ferry. 

Ness 

What are you doing with the workers who do shifts and finish late in the evenings?  NHS workers unable to get to work 
using cars for nightshift.   

Poorest people and most vulnerable people not able to get into town for appointments.  NHS will have to fund more 
transport. 

More small traffic on road upping CO2 emissions. 

Puts livelihood of bus drivers at risk. 

If rural areas want to encourage young people and families into the area then this is not helpful at all. 

There has to be an evening service after 6pm also 7:30 and 08:30 pm even if you run it as late as 9pm so that people coming 
of the ferry can get to a bus.  It is important for some people to use the Harris ( Tarbert - Uist Skye) ferry because it is a 



shorter crossing. 

Affect tourism in rural areas. Effect business in Ness and Stornoway. 

Not acceptable, disadvantages to older people who have to go to different appointments.  You can not leave them staying 
all day in an empty town. 

Children are disadvantaged if they have to go to activities in town.  

An increase in drink driving if youngsters can't get back from town in the evening. 

South Lochs 

This option would increase depopulation of a fragile rural community. 

No transport available for workers finishing after 6pm. 

No services during the day would damage vulnerable residents. Shopping/ hospital appointments no ferry connections n 
evening service.   

Elderly people use the existing service as a means of social inclusion getting to see others is of paramount importance, 
taking away our existing service would isolate our elderly, the disabled, low income and younger people. 

If the 14:20 Sty to Harris bus is removed this will impact on South Lochs as we have a feeder service linked to this. 

During the summertime the service is heavily used by visitors & backpackers.  Existing business such as the Hostel at 
Ravenspoint could suffer financially should this option go forward. 

Uig 

Could we retain the evening bus by making it a request service year round, as it currently is in winter months? The weekend 
evening run is well-used and also very beneficial for the quality of life for young people. 

Also why depart 17:45 rather than 18:00. Savings? For 2nd years not allowed out of school at lunch but 1/2 hour extra 
hanging around in town - plus extra 1/2 hour in their school - 11 year olds, who's responsible? 

Still change lunchtime to 1:30pm to leave Sty. Consider a Dial-a-Bus/Car service provision for evening service. Medical 
appointments - not enough time to attend appointments.  

Could we have a 'fair taxi service' -as evidenced by successful examples in Perth & Kinross. Taxi is subsidised/supplemented 
by Council to service an existing bus run. This could be an excellent opportunity to actually improve our services in Uig 
whilst saving money. 

Vital for lots of elderly people who currently go in on 9:10am from Timsgarry (with Pry schl) feeders from other Uig districts, 
that this service is retained. 7:30am bus too early. Vital that similar passengers can still get the 3:45pm Nicolson bus back to 
Uig areas and feeder from Westside bus at 3:30pm from Garynahine on Fri pm. 

Primary children could be on school bus for up to an hour if service reduced. 

Instead of 2 separate buses from Uig, they should be going straight to Sty instead of Garynahine. Some have to wait over an 
hour for a connection. 

Westside 

A reduced service timetable may work for shoppers and hospital attendants if the service is averaged out over the period 
but no evening service will not. People still need to travel to and from work etc. in the evening.   

This will impact those starting work before 8am.  

Impact on those attending doctor and hospital apps. 

Impact of tourism if there is no bus to meet ferries. 

Impacts always on our poorer members in community.  No evening service for shift workers returning or pupils staying at 
extra curricular activities in town 

 

 

  



 

Option 5 
(Combined 
with 6/7) 

SCHOOL 
TRANSPORT 
ENTITLED 

SCHOOL 
TRANSPORT 
NON - ENTITLED 

PUBLIC TRANSPORT IMPACT RATING 
1-5 

Yes as per 
policy 

Yes as per 
current 
schools and 
routes. 

Current 2018/19 service to all 
areas with or without current 
evening services departing 
Stornoway after 6pm. 

None – if all current services replaced 
Minor impact if evening services after 
6pm are discontinued. 

1.22 

Option 5 Observations  

Broadbay 

Use the buses to the max. Identify demand and tailor routes appropriately. 

Preferred option with possible restrictions 9am-5pm. Night-time buses at 9pm -11pm essential!! Depart Point 
7am,8am,10.30am, 1pm,5pm,7pm & Depart Sty 9am,12pm,4pm,6pm,9pm,11pm. 

Broadbay route - there needs to be at least 1 return service after 6pm. The people affected by this will be workers in the 
lowest wage brackets and will severely impact their current employment in an already struggling local economy. 

Increase payment for non-entitled pupils. 

Willing to pay more to have a bus service rather than having no buses. 

Consider a modest fare increase to help subsidise services. Weekly/monthly travel cards for workers could be made 
available. Also passes for tourists for unlimited bus travel could be introduced similar to other cities and areas, a good 
transport infrastructure is important for tourism. 

Bus card to top-up like a smart card. Wireless payment option. 

Bus service to be tailored to suit all service user requirements. If required, cut down on routes and services of poor use. 
Share school& commuter bus. Smaller buses throughout the day. Some type of service must be provided for elderly and 
young people without care to attend medical appointments during daytime. It is totally impractical for an elderly person to 
go to town early for appointment and not be able to return home until late afternoon. 

As previously stated, evening services are needed. There can be simple small, but big in the long term, changes made. E.g. 
services to Point/Back/Tolsta quite often have to go around villages on the outbound journey for no reason, these should all 
be on request. For example, on 19:40,21:20 &23@05 services to Tolsta, aird Tong is on the timetable. This adds one extra 
mile onto the journey,. This equates to about £430 of fuel every year (approx.). Sometimes there are passengers to Aird, 
Tong but there are more often passengers for Milkinghill. 

Harris 

This service is a lifeline. 

Harris has a reduced service compared to other areas i.e. Ness. Could changes to those fuller timetables mean that Harris 
services remain the same? 

Smaller, more efficient buses 

Ensure buses meet ferries including in the evening.  

Bus timetables link with Post Offices. 

Not acceptable that east side off Harris will have a reduced service - will impact on services Doctors appointment etc. + 
tourism in school holidays. The east side of Harris is more occupied than West side service needed all year round. More 
detailed consultations needed with community councils. We have an integrated transport system - why lose it! Flexibility 
and communication between calmac and transport provided. Scalpay mini bus. CLD Youth bus weekend service - 
community solutions. 

Lochs 

It would be good if cuts are made if community transport can be improved. 

You cannot cut the rural communities off from town from 6pm onwards.  There must be some evening provision.  This is 
especially relevant to young people who want to attend clubs, activities or part-time jobs.  Possible additional savings could 
be made by reducing day-time services. 



Ness 

Current timetable only sustainable option to ensure critical services and lifeline for community is preserved. 

Commuters need to get to town for their jobs. They also have to get home. 

As was also mentioned people needing medical treatments, appointments etc. will be deeply affected! The NHS tell you 
what time your appointment is so if you reduce the daytime service you will cause patients to spend unnecessary hours in 
the town waiting to get a bus . How much will it cost CNES to provide taxi services for patients going to WIH? 

Ferry arrives at lunch time and early evening to consider. 

Please try to provide transport for Fivepenny 09:40 Stornoway and return early afternoon. 

Perhaps a mini bus would be the answer for the later evening services to Ness and a smaller bus for the 7am service from 
Ness.  There is some scope for reduction in day time services.  But essential we have 5:15 and 06:00 services.  Also evening 
services.  Many workers depend on these services. 

Probably not realistic due to need for saving but surely there is a realistic middle ground between the highly undesirable 
options 1-4 and the financially positive option 5. Would it not be possible to reduce the current service but maintain a 
spread throughout the day. e.g. buses to ness from town throughout the day? 

Again, the evening service is essential! It's a used service by people why work shop socialise and use medical/dental 
services. People can't just be taken into work then back without t time to get any food. People can't get deprived of social 
lives because they live-in a rural community. 

South Lochs 

Pairc School service desired at 15:30 instead of later finish and operators can provide this. Wanted by school, head teacher 
and requested many times. Option 5 - current timetable is flawed. South Lochs currently have 5 return services - 09:35, 
10:20, 14:20, 15:55, 18:00 + 1 school run. 

This already is a 'bare-bones' service and less than other areas in Lewis and Harris. Other areas have several options for 
accessible routes. WE DO NOT! What we need: Connections with Harris bus. Evening service. Workers bus arriving in 
Stornoway at 8am. Options for smaller community bus i.e. staran bus dearag. 

By all means reduce bus services to other areas to bring them in line with the service we receive at the moment .   Into 
town- 7.05 Early workers bus- 7.30 school bus/commuter- 9.45 commuter bus. 5pm  Out of town- morning Harris 10.30 
request connection to south lochs, 2.20 , 4pm no connection if school holiday. 6pm 

Uig 

The 9am bus is very well used. The 12:30 bus from Sty-Uig is always very busy. Uig do not have the critical mass in 
population or funds to run a community bus 

Option 5 without services departing after 6pm. Is cutting public transport service then reduce cost of rural taxi licence? 
Public transport & Library bus both tackle social isolation. 

Remain the same. Bus gets in town at 10:15 but would like an extra hour in town until 1pm/1.30pm. 

Westside 

Stopping the evening services would not have a minor impact as workers and young people will feel loss of this service. 
Young people will not be able to attend sports/ extracurricular events or socialise with friends, unless they can get a flat or 
spend £40 on a taxi.  Not all jobs are 9-5 the evening service being cut will have lasting effects. 

Clearly his is not an option! Clearly there needs to be cuts. 

My preference would be to cut back on some daytime services if cutbacks need to be made.  Having no evening service past 
6pm severely impacts numerous different groups of people. 

There will be a severe impact on those coming to the island with no ferry connection. 

May also need to add services with government needing to reduce carbon and encouraging people to use public transport. 
Service providers should also be used to develop the timetable as they know which buses are used the most and when 
demand is decreasing. 

 



 

  



 

NOTES 

Broadbay 

More data. More design around the customers/users. More built-in flexibility (summer hols etc.). More 'smart' 
technology to anticipate/react to demand. Use local minibus options - subcontract. Definite requirement to 
accommodate the working population  - a must. more time to consider proposals. What difference would 
increasing fares make? 20%? 

It is essential and vital that the transport before 8am continue. People will lose their jobs as a result of this and 
will be unable to return home in many cases due to the last bus service leaving at 6pm. There needs to be 1 
return service at 5pm and 6pm leaving Stornoway. There should be 1 service at 9pm instead of cutting all 
services after 6pm. CNES must remember that there are local services where staff do shift work and buses 
must be available early morning and in the evening or the services could be at risk. It is already difficult enough 
to employ staff without restricting the times they would be available to come and go to work. 

Potential loss of jobs for people who can't get home late. Worker's needs not covered. Disadvantaged due to 
locality. Bus in school holidays? Bus for after school activities? Option6/7 - Point losing 6pm bus? People who 
are medically unable to drive. Not financially viable to travel to work if you can't get the bus. Rental and 
pressure on urban housing - rural areas empty. change shouldn't be made partway through the year. Parents 
(and workers) need more notice to make alternate arrangements. Knock-on effect on the NHS. Extra money 
for parish transport - unnecessary bed stays. 

How much does the free bus entitlement cards cost annually? Transport Scotland funded. The people affected 
are the old, young and low income families. Many people are relying on buses to get to and from work and if 
they cannot get buses then what is the point of working? Impact on hospital/dental transport. If the buses are 
limited to only entitled school pupils, going home after school is harder because it has to be enforced for 
children living in the Cearns etc. (within 3 miles of the school). Producing data online. How many councillors 
actually use the bus services? Not many, so it is the young, old and families with low incomes that are affected. 
We should be encouraging everyone to use the bus services, rather than not, as it is better for the 
environment. Extra-curricular activities, young people do not have the same freedom without buses and 
cannot socialise. Shopping for bus users can become more difficult. loss of bus drivers. leaves more people 
without a job. Why are we not using electric buses? We may not be able to afford electric buses but the 
environment can't either. Tourism will be impacted. How many people actually need to be on the buses to 
make a profit or make enough to cover the necessary costs? Why should people have to pay at least £10-£15 
for taxis if the buses are cut. 

Options 1-4 would also result in larger traffic volumes in town creating further pressure on parking. Where 
more buses are available then more people are inclined to use them. More buses = more choice=more usage. 
Buses are better for the environment. Why not use electric buses, cheaper to run! Encourage more people to 
use buses, give incentives, increase fares to cover. Buses for 07:00 ferry and back from 20:00 arrival. 

Options 1&2 are not feasible. Option3 & 4 would work but need the evening service,  like I have previously 
mentioned all these services are lifelines, the island communities would not manage without them. Like it has 
been highlighted in the review, we are lucky to have such cheap fares compared to other island communities, 
these could possibly be increased to lower the prices of tenders. These services are services and not money-
making businesses, it should not be expected to make a profit, the council shouldn't have to anyway. The 
evening services do not bring in much money as it is mainly passengers who have bought a return ticket in the 
morning or have a weekly ticket that use them, this meaning there is only a punch. Some evenings there may 
be more than others because workers buy their weekly tickets at the start of the week (spec. nightshift 
workers) and use them for the rest of the week meaning no further income from them. The late late buses 
need to be maintained on a Friday/Saturday night, without these services young people from across the island 
would have yet another reason to leave the island and go to live on the mainland. Quite often it is only the 
usual passengers from the Mon-Thurs 21:20 service spread over the 21:20/23:05 services on a Fri night as they 
have the opportunity to work later. There are of course the additional young people. A simple way to fix the 
problem, whilst having a potential saving is to amend the timetable, an example of my thoughts is shown 
below: Departing Sty - Mon-Thurs: 19:40 &21:40 and Fri-Sat: 20:15 & 22:30. It should be important to have all 
services to all areas leaving at the same time. at the moment, the Tolsta bus leaves Sty at 21:20 and the Point 



bus doesn't leave until 21:45, that is 25moins that young people have been left alone with their friends already 
left. It would not be possible to have 16 seaters on the Ness (with the Westside), Tolsta and Point services. 
some nights there can be well in excess of 20 people on these services but other nights considerably less. 
These services are not reliably busy or quiet enough to cut, people rely on them. Pubs, restaurants and other 
facilities would also suffer greatly from the discontinuation of the evening services, quite often people leave 
Tolsta on the 18:45 service and return at 23:05, spending plenty of money in a restaurant and then more in the 
pubs. 

No 1 choice would be finessing of daytime & evening services. Raise money by car parking charges and other 
measures to encourage folk to use our excellent bus services more. 

 

Harris 

Effect on current drivers who may become unemployment?  

This consultation doesn’t seem to count any place outwith Tarbert - what about West/South Harris and the 
Bays? Scalpay? 

Young people/disabled people heading up to Stornoway for work/college/courses from South or West Harris 
can't get a bus to Tarbert to connect with the 07:35am. 

There is already a disparity between the spiral route to/from tar/sty - we can not get home from town on a bus 
after 17:35. 

Community buses run by volunteer drivers - the issue with that, in Harris, is funding people. We already 
struggle to find volunteers. 

Harris already has a much worse bus service than the majority of Lewis. The earliest bus from out with Tarbert 
- Stornoway gets in to Stornoway at 10:40 am at the moment. The last bus to Harris from Stornoway leaves 
Stornoway at 17:35 at the moment. So can the areas in Lewis which have significantly better services than 
Harris can be reduced whilst Harris remains the same. 

Ideas for savings: Uist councillors could use bus service rather than taxis 

Council tax Arrears - parity for all. 

Library vans decision should have been left until now. 

Lochs 

We feel that the Westside circular route should be protected for tourist provision as it includes the most 
visited sites on the Outer Hebrides. At present, tourists can visit Callanish and one other attraction but no 
more so they miss out on other key sites. They may not visit the sites if there is no service available. Perhaps 
there is the potential for a seasonal timetable with much more provision during the busy visitor season. As a 
general point, public transport provides a more environmentally friendly method of transport than cars. Cuts 
to bus services will negatively impact our carbon footprint. 

Whichever option is accepted there needs to be school transport entitlement and some sort of evening service 
provision. The need for retaining existing residents? And attracting new ones requires the above. 

Ness 

This consultation evening was far to rushed. You're just trying to bamboozle everyone by making this evening 
so complicated and confusing you have been cutting services and closing things down for years and still you 
are not saving any money. What are you spending all of your money on? Where is it all going to end? Listen to 
the people No more cutbacks get your councillor to pay his council tax before you do anything else. 

It is essential that rural areas have good bus services to Stornoway. Otherwise nobody of working age will live 
in rural areas. I would hope to see a couple of services being discontinued but we must have buses arrive in 
Stornoway at 08:00 and 09:00 and buses departing Stornoway at 17:15 and 18:00 ( also in young hang around 
for an 1 1/2 after which waiting till 18:00) Also we must have evening services for shift workers. Demand 
additional funding from Scottish Government, funding from islands bill, funding from wind farms. 



Again the council are taking services away from the most vulnerable. You are taking buses away from workers, 
putting children in danger and potentially encouraging drink driving. Not everyone has the luxury of driving: 
make savings on the salary of middle management and upper management. Make savings on the fancy travel 
expenses, hotels, fights, conferences.  Nothing against the Iolarie ceremony but how much did that cost? S 
ending marshals for training on the mainland - come on... is that the best way of spending money?  People 
losing jobs = increase of benefits that council have to pay = people spending less locally simple economics. 
Shops in Stornoway already struggling. Great idea to remove more of their customers. What if someone can't 
get Tesco delivery and can't get to town? Not everyone can buy a full shop in a local store 

Aging population. Why aren't you accommodating for evening services to promote and encourage young folk 
to stay.  Bus is a lifeline for everyone in Ness. £70 in a taxi later in evening/£50 during the day.  What about 
shift workers.  Who pays for transport for elderly through the day who need appointments.  Timing is 
everything!  Can't cut workers bus or after 6 bus. Workers risk job loss due to bus cuts.  Current bus services in 
Ness are good don't change it.  Don't restrict rural areas.  Some folk can't leave work till after 6 how do they 
get home? Office 9-5 isn't the case for a lot of people. Supposed to encourage public transport. 

  



South Lochs 

Quite ironic the conversation on public transport is held at a time when there is no public transport available 
to get folks there and home again. 

Tourism is a big part of the economy in South Lochs; no bus service is going to greatly damage places like 
Ravenspoint who cater for back packers among others who arrive by bus. 

Community run buses; to my way of thinking, not going to happen. Community is dead with regard to 
organising buses etc. 

Encouraging families’ to come to area has been high on everyone’s agenda for a while now. Nobody in their 
right minds is going to come to the area if there is no bus service. Teenagers & young people need to have a 
realistic means of participating in events especially in Stornoway.  

Our buses are NOT empty. 95% capacity on regular occasions.  The buses are well used and provides a lifeline 
service to a rural community.  We can not afford any option other than 5. Errors on timetable - absolutely 
unacceptable at this late stage.  Missing existing services under option 5. 

Moving the catchment line for Sgoil Nan Loch school to include South Lochs i.e. ershdaer and Pairc Playgroup. 
Many south Loch children attend Sgoil na Loch now and could continue to access the wrap around childcare 
provided at Ravenspoint. 

Uig 

Uig is fragile, remote and rural and is in the 2nd most deprived ward in the Outer Hebrides per the Outer 
Hebrides Anti-Poverty Strategy. Key for the uig area is population - retention, attraction and reattraction. Key 
to population growth is having access to services including transport. research shows that this is key for people 
especially young people. Uig is already disadvantaged in not having an early morning service and is already not 
able to allow people who live outwith Uig to work here. This is preventing economic growth and limiting 
economic opportunities. Social inclusion, battling fragility and isolation is key to a healthy and viable 
population. Given the location, any cuts could increase isolation, especially in light of the wider public service 
challenges. The policy needs to allow for population growth as contracts will run for seven years. There has 
been a recent increase in population, with children and young families. There needs to be the flexibility to 
grow services to meet their needs. 

Youth opportunities - a decreased service would also isolate young people from participating in extra-
curricular activities. For those not taking part, where would they go - who is responsible for them and their 
safety during this time. This is also elongating their day and could affect health, well-being and abilities. Of 
concern to our group is also rationalisation of services and minibuses feeds. A reduction in the buses could 
mean a significant increase in the school day for primary pupils as young as 4yrs. At the Community 
Consultation run by the Uig Development Trust, transport to and from Uig and transport within Uig were 2 of 
the top 4 issues raised. If cutting Westside services  that they do connect with onward travel and that there is 
capacity on the buses being fed into. Please ensure the widest economic impact is considered to ensure 
transport infrastructure is interdependent with community use (for example school hire) or Cruise 
ships/tourism. This could further discriminate against remote and rural services, especially if services are not 
located in their own area. 

For a community this size, how can we take on as many aspects of services as being suggested by CNES - CARe, 
Refuse. The consultation event was run at a time there is no public transport to get people to the event. Parity 
of service should be considered and implemented. Parity of provision and service. In line with consideration of 
transport, you ned the wider elements of what will make a viable community, including housing, employment. 

A community bus would mean senior citizens could get to Drs etc. which they can't currently. A Dial-a -Bus or 
community bus would be good. Uig is very wide geographical area with people disadvantaged by their 
isolation. A community bus would need to be funded somehow and Uig does not have a windfarm income. 
Primary choice would be as few cuts as possible and supporting local, Uig bus services and drivers who know 
the children and roads. Children can't go to football practice, swimming club, air cadets, beavers, Brownies etc. 
they can't get there unless we can get a Dial-a-Bus. 

Westside 

Broadbay area make more journeys compared to west-side.  Reduce Broadbay area service. 



The bus timetable has the potential to be amended without withdrawing it altogether.  The evening services 
are well used and required if people are able to live in their communities.  We should be encouraging people 
to want to stay in rural areas and not make it more difficult.  As a country we are supposed to be encouraging 
people to use public transport yet the council want to withdraw the service we have.  The plans proposed to 
introduce parking charges are meant to encourage the use of buses and reduce our car usage.  These 
proposals are against the policy. Services getting people to work for 8am are also essential. A balance is 
required and surely can be found. 

With major cuts to daytime as well as evening services you are restricting so many people from going out of 
their villages.  Young people need to be able to find evening jobs to earn money but according to these cuts 
they can only leave this side of the island between 9 and 5:20 worse than curfew.  Older people need services 
to get to town for shopping, appointments etc. so cutting all daytime services would keep [people at home. I 
do feel that some reductions in day time services would be the only option.  Otherwise, I feel the mental 
health of young people on this side of the island is going to nose dive, as nobody could leave the village 
without a car between the hours of 9 and 5:20pm. 

Any reduced service has an impact on people who might pick up work in or around Stornoway but if they can't 
have access to a frequent bus service may not be able to accept work.  This goes against government policy as 
they try to get people into work. 

Not advisable to cut some services for workers who do not drive and work over on the westside. People won’t 
be able to work if services are cut. 

Doesn't seem to be parity between all areas/districts in Lewis and Harris e.g. more services/buses in Broadbay 
area than Westside, Uig Lochs.  Buses all need to be accessible for wheelchair users and parents with buggies! 

  



 


